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Digital Background Calibration in Pipelined ADCs
Using Commutated Feedback Capacitor Switching
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Abstract—We propose a new digital background calibration
method for capacitor mismatches in pipelined analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs). It combines commutated feedback capacitor
switching with a background digital correlation loop to extract
capacitor mismatch information, which is subsequently used to
correct errors caused by the mismatch. This is an all-digital technique requiring minimal extra digital circuits, and is applicable to
both single-bit and multibit-per-stage architectures. Simulations
with a 15-stage, 1.5-bit-per-stage pipelined ADC with capacitor
% in each stage show that the technique
mismatch of
improves signal-to-noise-distortion ratio from 62 dB (10 bits) to
94 dB (15.4 bits).

= 0 25

Index Terms—Analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), calibration,
digital background calibration, pipelined ADCs.
Fig. 1. (a) Sampling phase in the MSB stage in a 1-bit-per-stage pipelined
ADC. (b) Charge transfer phase. (c) Overall transfer curves.

I. INTRODUCTION

O

NE primary consideration in the design of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) is capacitor mismatch errors. Various calibration techniques to correct them have been developed
in both analog and digital domains. Digital background calibration [4]–[17] is one class of such techniques.
In this paper, we propose a new technique for digital background calibration of capacitor mismatches in pipelined ADCs.
The starting point of our work is commutated feedback capacitor
switching (CFCS), originated from [1], [2]. This original work
used CFCS to remove differential nonlinearity, and later, to effectively shape mismatch-induced spectra out of the signal band
[3]. The contribution of the present work is to use CFCS in a new
way, suited for digital background calibration: we use CFCS in
cooperation with a background digital correlation loop to extract
capacitor mismatch information, which we then use to correct
the mismatch errors. This approach adds minimal digital cost.
Section II reviews the original CFCS technique of [1], [2],
on which we build our calibration technique. Sections III–V
describe our technique for 1-bit, 1.5-bit, and multibit-per-stage
pipelined ADCs. Section VI presents simulations.
II. THE ORIGINAL CFCS TECHNIQUE: REVIEW
Let us consider a standard 1-bit-per-stage pipelined ADC.
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matches only in the most-significant-bit (MSB) stage. Fig. 1(a)
and (b) shows two different operational phases of the MSB
stage. We represent the mismatches between the two, ideally
the same capacitors,
and
, with parameter
defined
as
. In the sampling phase [Fig. 1(a)], the
ADC’s input voltage
sampled and held on
and
is
compared to voltage zero to make decision on the MSB, .
In the subsequent charge transfer phase [Fig. 1(b)],
or
will be connected to
according to , and the total
charge will be redistributed between
and
, resulting in
the following residue voltage
:
for
for

(1)

is now an input to the following stage, which generates
the second-significant bit, . Repeating this procedure,
is
converted to a set of digitized bits,
( :
total number of stages in the pipelined ADC). This set of bits
is the digital output of the ADC, or alternatively, we may think
of
as a representation
of the ADC’s digital output. Using (1), we can relate
to
via
for
for

(2)

We have omitted quantization noise terms to highlight capacitor
mismatch effects.
Fig. 1(c) plots the ADC transfer curve,
versus , using
(2). It is a straight line if
; for
, a discontinuity appears in the transfer curve, shown as wide code [1] in Fig. 1(c),
causing differential nonlinearity (DNL).
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Fig. 2. CFCS [1], [2]. (a) Charge transfer phase. (b) Transfer curve.

To solve this DNL problem, CFCS was proposed and demonstrated in [1], [2]. CFCS is applied during the charge transfer
is selected as a feedphase, as shown in Fig. 2(a). If
back capacitor. If
is selected as a feedback capacitor. The essence of CFCS is that the selection of the feedback
capacitor in the charge transfer phase is based on determined
in the prior sampling phase. CFCS alters the expression for the
residue voltage of the MSB stage from (1) to the following:
for
for
Subsequently, the ADC output

is related to

(3)

Fig. 3. (a) CFCS-A. (b) CFCS-B. (c) ADC transfer curves for CFCS-A and
.
CFCS-B, for

1>0

[Fig. 3(b)]. We refer to this CFCS execution as
for
is given by
CFCS-B, for which
for
for
and accordingly,

is related to

(5)

via
(6)

via

for
for
(4)
In the simplification into the last line, we have used the fact that
for
and
for
. The ADC transfer
curve,
versus
, according to (4), is in Fig. 2(b). The
curve discontinuity has now disappeared, removing DNL.
III. CFCS-BASED DIGITAL BACKGROUND CALIBRATION:
1-BIT-PER-STAGE CASE
A. Basic Concepts
Our work in this paper builds up on CFCS of [1], [2]. In the
present work, we use CFCS to extract the capacitor mismatch information, in conjunction with a background digital-correlation
loop. The extracted mismatch information is subsequently used
to calibrate out errors caused by the mismatch. This approach
can improve ADC accuracy beyond what removal of only DNL
can achieve.
The central idea of this work, extraction of capacitor mismatch information using CFCS, came from the realization
that there are two ways of executing CFCS in 1-bit-per-stage
pipelined ADCs. We already discussed one way in the previous
section: we selected
as a feedback capacitor for
and
as a feedback capacitor for
[Fig. 2(a); redrawn
in Fig. 3(a)]. We call this specific CFCS execution, which led
to (4), CFCS-A. The other way is to select
as a feedback
capacitor for
and to select
as a feedback capacitor

As evident from (4) and (6), CFCS-A and CFCS-B lead to different ADC transfer characteristics: see Fig. 3(c). For the same
analog input
, the digital output
of CFCS-A is always
smaller than CFCS-B for
, and vice versa for
. The
distance between the two transfer curves is proportional to ,
as we can see by subtracting (6) from (4):
(7)
where subscripts and indicate use of CFCS-A and CFCS-B,
respectively. Now may be expressed as
(8)
with
In going from (7) to (8), we approximated
to express in terms of digital quantities available at the ADC
with
. The
output. We may alternatively replace
difference between
and
in the denominator
adds only a second-order effect in the expression of . Equation (8) shows that by measuring the distance
between the transfer curves for CFCS-A and CFCS-B for any
input
, we can in principle extract the capacitor mismatch information, , which we can subsequently use to calibrate out
errors caused by the mismatch.
B. Implementation
and
In reality, we cannot simultaneously obtain
for a given input
. We could do so if we had two
identical ADCs, and operated one with CFCS-A and the
other with CFCS-B, but such an arrangement is impossible.
Therefore, extraction of
directly using (8) is not feasible.
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Fig. 4. Architecture and discrete-time signal processing for our digital background calibration.

We can instead obtain a time-averaged version of (7) or (8) to
extract . This can be done in a given ADC first by randomly
choosing one CFCS mode between CFCS-A or CFCS-B with
equal probability for each input sample, then by creating a
data sequence consisting of the resulting ADC outputs but with
each output multiplied by 1 if CFCS-A was used and by
if CFCS-B was used, and then by time-averaging (low-pass
filtering) the data sequence. This procedure to extract can be
executed using a background digital correlation loop shown in
Fig. 4.
Let us take a close look at the discrete-time processing in
Fig. 4. For simplicity, we continue to assume capacitor mismatches only in the MSB stage, and hence, in Fig. 4, the calibration is performed only in the MSB stage. Switching between
CFCS-A and CFCS-B in the MSB stage is controlled by a pseudorandom variable
, which assumes
and
with equal
probability. When
, CFCS-A is executed, and ADC
output
of (4) results; when
, the MSB stage
executes CFCS-B, yielding ADC output
of (6). We can
combine (4) and (6) into one equation, noting
for
CFCS-A and
for CFCS-B:1
(9)
This pre-calibration ADC output with the error term,
, which we aim to calibrate out eventually, is now separated into calibration path P1 and capacitor
mismatch information extraction path P2 [Fig. 4]. We will focus
on P2 for now.
In P2,
is first multiplied by
, is subsequently
multiplied by a certain function of
,
, and
then goes through the discrete-time infinite-impulse response
(IIR) low-pass filter (LPF). For 1-bit-per-stage pipelined ADCs,
we use
. The utility of
will become
clear in the next two sections when we discuss the calibration
of 1.5-bit-per-stage and multibit-per-stage architectures.
The signal processing described above yields the following
signal at the input of the IIR LPF of Fig. 4:
(10)

0

1To be rigorous, V [n
N ] can be used instead of V [n] to account for
the time delay in the pipelined ADC, but such a distinction is unnecessary in
understanding the essence of our scheme.

The IIR LPF outputs a dc component (time average) of the input
is a pseudorandom signal taking
signal of (10). Since
and is not correlated with
, the dc component of the first
term of (10) is zero. In contrast, the second term of (10) is always
, and has a nonzero dc
positive or negative, for
component. Therefore, at the output of the IIR LPF we attain
(11)
where the overlines signify dc components or time averaging.
Note (11) is a time-averaged version of (7). From (11), we can
express as
(12)
where we approximated
with
in going from
and
in
(11) to (12): the difference between
the denominator on the right hand side of (12) produces only a
second-order effect in the expression. Now in (12), is expressed in terms of quantities that we can explicitly measure and
know. First,
in the denominator on the right-hand side
of (12) can be measured by low-pass filtering the pre-calibration
ADC output
. Second, the numerator on the right-hand
side of (12) is what we measure at the output of the IIR LPF.
Therefore, (12), as a result of the background digital correlation
procedure of Fig. 4 in conjunction with CFCS, is the ultimate
equation that quantitatively informs on the capacitor mismatch,
. Note that (12) is the time-averaged version of (8).
Once is thus determined, we can use it to calibrate out the
of (9) in
error term in the pre-calibration ADC output
a straightforward fashion using a digital calibration block in P1
of Fig. 4. The basic operation that it performs is

(13)
in the first line is what we
where what is subtracted from
now know (as has been determined). In obtaining the second
line using (9) for
, we omitted second-order effects. In
(13),
represents the corrected digital output [Fig. 4].
Before concluding this section, we remark that quantization
noise has been omitted in the foregoing calculation to highlight
the capacitor mismatch effect, but this seemingly incomplete
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Fig. 5. 1.5-bit-per-stage case. (a) CFCS-A. (b) CFCS-B. (c) Transfer curves
.
for CFCS-A and CFCS-B for

1>0

calculation does not make the extraction of the mismatch information , or (12), any less accurate. If we had carried out the
, we would have
calculation including quantization noise
in the numerator of (12), but
had an additional term
the time average of
sufficiently dithered by
is a significantly reduced quantity, which may be ignored. In contrast, the
correction of the digital output using (13) is affected by quantization noise, for there is no averaging involved in this final step
of calibration. As a result, final accuracy will be slightly less
than the target resolution, as seen in simulations later. This inaccuracy problem arising in the final correction step, intrinsic
in all digital calibration schemes, can be addressed by adding a
couple of bits at the back end at low cost, although we have not
taken this generic step, for it is tangential to our goal of demonstrating the new calibration method.
IV. CFCS-BASED DIGITAL BACKGROUND CALIBRATION:
1.5-BIT-PER-STAGE CASE
Our calibration technique can be applied to 1.5-bit-per-stage
pipelined ADCs, which is the topic of this section. We will continue to assume capacitor mismatches only in the MSB stage.
We denote the MSB stage’s digital decision again as , which
now assumes one of 00, 01, and 10. As shown in Fig. 5, there are
two capacitors
and
in the MSB stage, whose mismatch
is again represented by
.
The starting point, as in the 1-bit-per-stage case, is realizing
that there are two different ways of executing CFCS. One way
(CFCS-A) is to select
as a feedback capacitor when
and to select
as a feedback capacitor when
or 10 [Fig. 5(a)]. The other way (CFCS-B) is to select
as a
feedback capacitor when
and to select
as a feedback
capacitor when
or 10 [Fig. 5(b)]. For CFCS-A,
is related to
through
(14)
For CFCS-B,

is related to

via
(15)

Equations (14) and (15) show that as in the 1-bit-per-stage case,
CFCS-A and CFCS-B result in two different transfer curves, as
shown in Fig. 5(c), and the distance between the two curves is
proportional to . Just like in the 1-bit-per-stage case, we are
now to extract , by measuring the distance using the background digital correlation architecture of Fig. 4.
Note, however, that unlike the 1-bit-per-stage case where the
transfer curve for CFCS-A is always below that for CFCS-B
[Fig. 3(c);
], the two transfer curves for CFCS-A and
CFCS-B in the 1.5-bit-per-stage case have a crossover at
and
for
but
for
[Fig. 5(c);
].
Therefore, if we use
as in the 1-bit-per-stage
case, the resultant signal
(
for CFCS-A;
for CFCS-B) at the input of the IIR LPF of Fig. 4
will be time-averaged to zero at the output of the LPF, no matter
what the value of
is. Therefore, with
, we
cannot extract .
This problem can be solved by using
specifically
defined, for the 1.5-bit-per-stage case, as the following:
if
if

(16)

of CFCS-A will
With this
be always smaller than that of CFCS-B for any given
, and hence the input to the IIR LPF in Fig. 4,
, will be time-averaged to a nonzero
value that is proportional to . This way we extract the capacitor mismatch information in the 1.5-bit-per-stage pipelined
ADC.
V. CFCS-BASED DIGITAL BACKGROUND CALIBRATION:
MULTIBIT-PER-STAGE CASE
Our background calibration technique can be easily generalized from 1-bit-per-stage and 1.5-bit-per-stage cases to
-bit-per-stage or
-bit-per-stage cases (typical values
for
are 1, 2, and 3). There are total
capacitors in each
stage, and we again assume capacitor mismatches only in the
MSB stage for simplicity and focus on the MSB stage. We
denote the capacitors in the MSB stage as
and represent the capacitor mismatch between
and
as
where
. Once
is extracted, we can calibrate out errors brought by
every
all mismatches.
We use the procedure of Fig. 4 to extract
. We first define two CFCS execution modes, which we call CFCS-A and
CFCS-B . In CFCS-A , we select
as a feedback capacitor if
is even, and select
as a feedback capacitor if is odd.
In CFCS-B , we select
as a feedback capacitor if
is
odd, and select
as a feedback capacitor if is even.
is set at 1 at
and continues to be 1 with
increasing
until there is a crossover between the transfer
curves of CFCS-A and CFCS-B : at the crossover,
becomes -1 and remains to be -1 until the next crossover. This
procedure is repeated to completely determine
. This
ensures that
of CFCS-A is always smaller
(larger) than CFCS-B for
. From the output
.
of the IIR LPF, we extract
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VII. CONCLUSION
We introduced a new digital background calibration technique for capacitor mismatches in pipelined ADCs. Its novelty
is combining two known techniques, CFCS [1], [2] and a digital correlation loop, to extract capacitor mismatch information.
This approach is applicable to single- and multibit-per-stage
cases. The cost of implementing our technique is low: only shift
registers, discrete-time LPF, and simple combinational logic are
needed in the background calibration loop.
Fig. 6. Simulated output spectra. (a) Pre-calibration. (b) Post-calibration.
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